VERY IMPORTANT FACTS Please read these 3 sheets of paper.
because your family’s future and safety are at risk.
American Children, and D. Pearl, K. Mueller, G. Marku, J. Hickey,
The above persons and 3,162 American civilians and 8,417 young American
service people have been murdered by a clandestine jihadi world domination cult
which will become a serious threat to your family. (1 see extensive reference sheets)
This is not about religion but rather about the anti American stealth jihadi cult
which is growing. There are more of them now in America than there are troops
in our US Army. Many have weapons, are learning about bombs and ways to take
over our country while worming their way into positions of power. I am not
talking about your nice Muslim=M neighbor or their head covered girls. In
a few years they will have enough power to take over here because Americans
are clueless because our media and politicians are either under the thumb of
this cult or are afraid to report on it. Most TV and other big media are partly
owned or controlled by this cult. I am an old veteran with not long to live and I
feel it is my duty to warn you and give you the facts so I can go to my grave in
peace. The threat is real and widespread. The U.S. Department of State issues
travel advisories daily. They have an up to date Threat Advisory map.
https://travelmaps.state.gov/TSGMap Awhile ago this world map showed that
much of the world was a relatively safe place to go. But in recent years because
of this cult of thugs most of the world is no longer a safe place for Americans.
Take a look you will be shocked. The FBI raided them and found many
weapons. They are rapidly increasing their power and influence by using the
media which they partly own, so few negative stories about them are put out.
They are taking positions of power all over like a deadly cancer, are now in
congress, Dept of Homeland Security, Education, and other important and
strategic areas of power. The American Legion a large Veteran group has put out
a warning about this stealth enemy cult located in large numbers inside our
country.(2) Also U.S. Secretary of Defense General James Mattis stated “My
men defend Freedom all over the world with a gun. Yet when they come home
some politician wants to make them defenseless against thousands of armed
jihadi terrorists.”(who consider jihad, violence to spread Islam, as a sacred duty
and God’s commandment ordered from the Quran) Also Former Speaker of the
House of representatives Newt Gingrich who is also a professor of history has
also spoken out about this enemy threat.
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He wrote in "America at Risk" "we are at war with…Islamists and it is a war
we are losing."(3) Muhammad developed practices that allowed his now 2
Billion followers to wage very successful campaigns of terror that resulted in
almost 1/2 of the world now being under their control in 50 countries (4) and now
takning over many more such as those in Africa. Millions of them are here now.
(4) They and their propaganda claim to be peaceful but Their Actions Speak
Louder than their Lies. Many have automatic weapons which they have used
in America many times see list (6) Daily around the world innocent people are
killed by them but the media is afraid to report it and because it is an
unpleasent truth so you don't hear about it. The pictures on the first page show
Dan Pearl journalist beheaded, Kayla Mueller humanitarian at Doctors without
Borders kidnapped and made into a sex slave. The pope of this cult pulled her
fingernails out painfully with pliers when she refused to deny her Christian faith.
20 year old Julie Hickey by bomb, Gentian Marku translator from Warren
Michigan shot, Children murdered by bombers at Boston Marathon. This
was premeditated murder and the M (=Muslim) bombers were disappointed
that many more Americans were not killed. Also beheaded Mrs Chihoudy
Sterling Heights Michigan and American workers like James Foley and many
others. To see the way things are heading look at France who allowed homeless
M refugees to immigrate in but they did not become good French citizens instead
they formed little Irans. One half of their youth identify as Ms (Muslims) first.
Gangs of them torched 9000 vehicles in 3 weeks of rioting, they destroyed 100
public buildings in 274 Towns.(8) Despite many arrests the police lost control. M
attacks keep increasing 3 women killed in church Oct 2020. (9) Malmo Sweden
was a world class city. They allowed M refugees in and years later M gangs
terrorize (now known as rape capital) Police are afraid to go into M areas. Riots
and lawlessness can push governments in the direction leading to martial law.
Facts: America is now at war with Islamists. Thousands of Americans have
been killed by them and more die every month. We lost 3000 innocent persons
because of 9-11 2001 with more now dying of cancer because of it ( this was the
2nd attack on the World Trade Center 1st was 2/26/93 also by Islamists killing 6
injuring 1000.) and 162 Americans have been killed since then in 56 separate acts
in America: Times Square bomber, Underwear bomber over Detroit, (10)
hundreds of us near Detroit could have been killed. Shoe bomber, The Boston
Marathon bombers, Ft Hood shooter, and more.(6) Now public area bombings are
threatened here. Many bombings have been foiled by the FBI, one at a big
Michigan football stadium. We are letting in thousands of jihadis yearly so the
threat is growing. That is why when you fly everyone is screened. History
teacher Samuel Paty was beheaded with a butcher knife Oct 16, 2020 by a
jihadi after he showed his students 2 drawings of Muhammad=Md published in a
magazine in a lesson about freedom of expression (11) In 2005 newspapers had
cartoons of historical people. This cult killed 250 innocent people over
cartoons none of which had anything to do at all with the cartoons. Intolerent!
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and this happened in several countries (13) because they were upset as they didn’t
like cartoons of their prophet. But they put out a propaganda film showing our
Statue of liberty as an evil devil. Islam means surrender. The word kill occurs
24,400 times in the Quran and Hadith their two main books. They even issue
fatwas (kill orders) (13) against other people.
2018.03.12 USA Palm Beach Gardens, FL A Islam convert stabs three people
over his religion, and two 13-year-olds.
2009.11.05 USA Ft. Hood, TX A Muslim psychiatrist kills thirteen unarmed
soldiers while yelling praises to Allah.
2016.09.17 USA NYC, NY A former M asylum seeker plants several explosives,
one of which injures twenty-nine innocents. He also shot two policemen.
2015.12.02 USA San Bernardino, CA A M shoots up a Christmas party with his
wife, leaving fourteen dead.
2008.01.01 USA Irving, TX A M immigrant shoots his two daughters to death
on concerns about their 'Western' lifestyle. This is a so called honor killing which
is legal in their law and not punishable by Islamic Sharia law.
2012.06.15 USA Mission, TX A man shoots his daughter, her boyfriend and her
mother for letting the girl date a non-M. 2020 Warren MI girl confides that
she is afraid as her brother saw her without her head scarf while she was letting
her hair dry and wants to have her honor killed.
2006.06.25 USA Denver, CO a Muslim shoots four of his co-workers and a
police officer. 2015.02.14 USA Detroit, MI Two men are stabbed by a
Muslim who first verified that they were nonbelievers. 2011.04.30 USA Warren
MI A young woman is shot in the head by her stepfather for not adhering to
Islamic practices. more examples at jihadwatch.org/ thereligionofpeace.com
Muslim Fulani men in north-central Nigeria hacked a young Catholic man
to death with machetes on Oct. 14, 2020, one of eight Christians killed this
month in Plateau state.(Morning Star News) Also an attack on Sept. 24 killed five
Christians. (Robert Spencer 32) notes that most of the media will not report this and
he was right. If Christians had hacked a M to death, it would be in the headlines
for weeks. You almost never hear about Christians being killed by Ms because
this is censored by our largely Saudi partly owned media (14) who are afraid to
publish anything negative about Islam as workers do not want to displease the
owners which means Jihadi attacks and activity is now mostly not reported on.
This is censorship. Not reporting on an enemy in our midst that we are
currently at war fighting with our young people dying is a dangerous real
threat. There is a huge amount of lies and half truth propaganda about Islam
financed by Saudi millions put out in the media which they now largely control.
History teaches that the best way to take over an enemy is by surprise. And
Americzns are clueless because they are not being told anything about this
serious threat. We are losing Freedom of speech. People are being fired all
over because they just posted their opinion on Twitter or Facebook which you
may have noticed is now censored even if it is the truth in many instances. And
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this censorship, rewriting of history and political correctness is now in our media,
and schools from K through colleges. Children are told half truths about Islam.
You can believe me because many of us veterans have had actual experience with
this enemy, and we have seen firsthand by their actions, bombs in public places,
and on children, actions which are the opposite of their lies. Also believe me
because I have taken college level classes on this from Harvard, and others on
this topic. Believe me as I am not selling you anything, have no ax to grind, am
old and experienced, don’t have long to time left to live, and have nothing to gain
but to help us preserve our families safety.
Most Americans are unaware of this multi million strong enemy which is a
stealth cult known as jihadis (Islamist) which is one who will do anything
including violent actions to advance Islam. They believe that they will go to
paradise if they are killed (Quran 9-111) That is why there are so many suicide
attacks. The Quran is their bible and orders them to “slay non-believers”
wherever they find them. (9-5 and many other verses.) I am not saying every M
is bad. Many American ones appear peaceful, but they are required to
participate in jihad (actions to spread Islam) under penalty of punishment so
some do so financially and by voting to put Ms into power and by having many
kids and by bringing in as many relatives as they can so they will eventually take
over the government. Jihad is the highest duty of Muslims. There are over 100
verses in the Quran that exhort believers to jihad. Violent jihad is not from a tiny
minority or radicals that their propaganda the Muslim Brotherhood puts out as
Official Islam, rather it is a constant element in mainstream Islam absolutely
required of all Islamic men. Domination is the name of the game. So called
radical actions are not, they are really mainstream Islam ordered by Mohammad
and the Quran. “radical” is false replace it with devout.
To understand Islam we have to learn about Muhammad their self declared
prophet. Jihadis look to him as the “excellent Example” of human behavior.(36)
The example of Md is what they follow. It is also their law and their way
which is jihad, often violent actions to spread Islam. Muhammad=Md was
born 570 AD in Mecca Saudi Arabia died 632 fat and wealthy allegedly by
poisoning by women. He was a tribesman warrior and trader (37) who married a
rich widow and during a mid life crisis began hearing voices and seeing things.
claiming God was speaking to him (through an angel or was it the devil under
guise of an angel no one knows) He made a big deal that he was God’s prophet
(moon God Allah from his tribe) His cult does not actually follow God instead
they follow Md’s example. Many think God can guide each of us much better
than some illiterate uneducated hedonistic greedy warrior who thinks God only
understands Arabic. But they hide under the guise of pretending to be a religion
to get concessions and tax breaks. After 13 years of failure to get many followers
he found several powerful practices that let him become the ruthless tribal
ruler of Arabia. The first was that he said God wants all to follow him as God’s
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prophet and all must submit. Then he told followers that God ordered that they
all must spread Islam by jihad (holy war to spread Islam) under his leadership.
The next two power practices are that no one may leave Islam or criticize Md
under penalty of death, (very effective for stopping desertions and they enforced
it) and Md claimed killing raping and plundering was sanctioned by Allah.
(Guillaume 2009 Oxford University and others see G) But Islam is all about Md’s actions

profiting from booty and sex not God, who gave us life and it makes no sense for God to
order suicide of believers and death with raping and plundering. Md started robbing

peaceful caravans in the year 623 was a warrior killing, raping and pillaging
(G 281-531) God was not making profit and enjoying sex but the cult warriors
were.
So it was a cult gang of robbers not a religion.
In the year 627 he sat with his 12 year old child bride and presided over the
beheadings of 800 peaceful villagers and every boy over 12 all who had
surrendered peacefully without ever going into battle against him (G p464 ) All of
their property was plundered. 1/5 went to Md including the women and girls who
were added to his harem. This included a girl, Rayhana, who became one of his
personal concubines the very night that her husband was beheaded. (15) It appears
that he liked to have sex with wives of men who he killed. Had his men tie Umm
Qirfa an elderly woman’s legs each to a separate camel then had them driven
in opposite directions. (G 665) He had her sons brutally killed & daughter put into
slavery. His gang of robbers would kill the men in a village, rape the women,
plunder everything and sell the captured people as slaves for great profit. He
set the example that Islam is spread by the sword and owns, sells and profits from
slavery including black slaves from Africa. They have been doing this for 1400
years. 11 million slaves were shipped across the Atlantic and 14 million were
sent to the Islamic nations.(16) Ms ran the wholesale slave trade in Africa for
1400 years. Md called blacks “raisin heads”.(17) God was not making a
profit and enjoying sex but the cult of robbers, rapists and slave traders was for
1400 years. So it was 99% cult and 1% religion. The religion was not the
problem the actions of the jihadis was.
Md married a 6-year-old girl.
He also had repeated sex with a 9 year old little girl (18)
Because of his example it is legal for all M men to have sex with 9-year-old girls.
(46 ISL 4.4) He had a baby ripped from a young mother and had her painfully
stoned to death.(47 SM17:4209) Today if a girl is raped in a M country she is stoned
to death, the men not prosecuted. Ms have stoned thousands of women who were
raped even teenage girls who were gang raped (48 SM 4206) Do a Google search
on 13 year old Aisha Ibrahim Duhulow She was slowly and painfully stoned to
death after being gang raped. (19) They just kill victims so no one is left to testify.
Md also had sex with his daughter in law (20) but that was OK because Allah
appears to have taken an interest in Md’s sex life and told him it was OK . Md
ended up having around 12 wives plus his harem and having sex with wives of
men he had killed. Md hit his wife and beating of wives is OKed in the Quran.
Women are “tilth” (dirt to be plowed as a man wills 21) Women are considered property
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Md claimed the moon God Allah’s angel spoke to him often Mostly when he
was in bed with his child bride who did not observe anything unusual nor.
did anyone else over many alleged speakings of God as it was all in Md’s head.
He had her write down what he allegedly saw as he was uneducated & illiterate.
Their practices are based not on what God wants but on what Md did in his
life as The Best Example of human behavior He had anyone who spoke against
Islam or did not believe him killed. (fact 23). That is what cults do. Followers are
required to self brainwash themaslves to automatically submit themselves to the
path of Md by reciting doctrine by Md in Arabic (40 or so) times in their 5 daily
prostration sessions where they kneel, touch their heads to the floor prostrating
them-selves and promising to follow the path of Md. Harvard University had us
go over the actual verses which they call prayers but they are not really prayers to
God but rather brainwash-like repeated indoctrinations. During my college
religion classes I witnessed men doing this but I saw no women in the mosque.
Islam does not have a moral code. Islam’s only moral principal is:
if it's good for Islam it's right
Nearly all religions of the world have adopted the Golden Rule as a guide
Golden Rule = Do only as you would want to be done to yourself.
The Golden Rule is not anywhere in the Quran and not part of Islam. In fact,
Islam practices the opposite to non-believers. Anyone who said anything
negative about him even in poems or did not believe he was a prophet was killed.
The most prominent command is “Slay the nonbelievers” (59 Quran verse
9-5 & in many other verses) and exampled by Muhammad. As a tribe leader his
practices of killing, raping and plundering were very motivating to his
warriors and brought him great wealth and power and are practiced today
where they can get away with it like Africa, & Indonesia. He did not like music
or pictures or drawings of people, so they are mostly banned in Islam. (24)
Recently they killed 250 innocent people (who had nothing at all to do with it)
Killed over cartoons. Many things in Islam are dualistic. Nonbelievers may be
killed, and non-M girls raped without punishment in Islamic law, but Ms are to
be fair with one another. Men have rights, but women are subjugated by men. (22)
Women have almost no rights but men may: have many wives and sex with
slaves and (25) temporary wives, may exchange wives, Men can divorce by just
saying I divorce you but women may not. May have sex with step daughters (26)
Muslim men can have sex with wife's daughter after he has had sex with her
mother.(27) M countries today have thousands of slaves (28) especially child
brides (little girls some only 8-9 years old) The Quran even has how to divorce
little prepubescent girls.(29) Sex with pre pubescent little girls is permitted.
Pakistani soldiers raped 250,000 Bangladesh girls and women in 1971 without
shame because it was following Mds example. A woman has no right to custody
of her child from previous marriage.(69 M13.4 p552) Over 650 million women alive
now were married as children.(30 girlsnotbrides.org) A father or brother can
actually sell off a girl to be a wife of an older man over mothers objections.(31)
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The girl’s mother has no say. The girl usually has no idea that she is about to be
an old man’s sex toy/slave so her “silence is considered consent” that is their
law (32) These children should be in school. Little girl bodies are too small to
have a baby often resulting in fistulas (burstings) in their bodies causing mortal
injury. (33) In Jordan 26% of reported cases of violence against wives are against
M wives who were under 18 (34) In Egypt 29 percent of married adolescents have
been beaten by their M husband. Wife beating is legal in Islam. (34) Social
workers, and women from M majority countries tell horror stories of girl and
woman abuse, beatings and so called honor killings. If a man wants a new wife
he can find something wrong and kill her (73) without penalty legally in Islamic
law.
There have been honor killings here in the USA.
The Quran is dualistic. Early verses are superseded by later ones (seems God
changed his mind) giving double meanings many are very ambiguous but all has
already been decided by Md’s actions so it is not a matter of interpretation
which they claim.
Paradise is promised for fighting (74 Q9:111) which is
required of every M. Md sent out his warriors on 65 raids mostly to peaceful
villages even though there was no need to. (75) His last command on his deathbed
was to spread Islam. They did, practicing his example of killing the men and
older boys (gets rid of all opposition) raping the women and girls (made his
warriors happy) plundering then selling the captees into slavery all at great profit.
(76) His warriors bloodily conquered the Middle, Far East, and N Africa
killing 270 million (77) mostly innocent peaceful persons, plundering all their
property and selling the wives and children into slavery following Md’s
example. The Middle East was all Christian. Now there are virtually none. All 60
million innocent peaceful Christians were butchered by jihad (82) later causing
the crusades which was the response that was delayed as all the men had been
killed. In Afghanistan 10 million peaceful pacifist Buddhists were massacred.
Islamic popes called Caliphs were polygamous and had large harems of captured
slaves. They were responsible for killing millions. 11 of them were murdered by
fellow Ms.(83) President Jefferson went to war against them because of their
cruelty and slavery. (84 Barbary Pirates) Turk Muslims massacred 1.5 million
peaceful Armenian (78) Christians for no reason other then they were Christians.
Idi Amin slaughtered 300,000 Ugandan peaceful Christians (79) In Nigeria
Christians are now being imprisoned and killed. (80) Tropli’s Catholic
Cathedral is now a mosque. Killing of non-Ms is happening in M countries
today around the world, Pakistan, Indonesia etc. Europe is gradually being
taken over. Much of the world is turning Islam. They can’t reverse it because of
the threat of being killed from the jihadis in the cult preventing change or
leaving. It is convert to Islam, or be killed. (86) And anyone who says anything
against Md is guilty of blasphemy which is punished by death. (81) Once they get
into a country they are like a cancer and like a Trojan horse. But the
religious practices of Ms are not a problem, rather it is Political Islam practices
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of the jihadis, what they do to non-Ms that is a threat to you and me.
Africa is gradually being taken over now so is Europe. Canada is now
controlled by M leadership. They have attacked several of our embassies (87)
killing many Americans and you would think that would be enough to label them
as enemy, but our press ignores them. America is ripe for the picking and
appears to be clueless because the media is supporting the takeover of
America by Islam by not reporting killings, or even acknowledge them as the
enemy.
The number of jihadis in America (millions) is growing very fast
because of: immigration, bringing in relatives, much higher birth rate, recruiting
of young people. It is stealth jihad and the media is afraid to report on it. A Pew
research study showed that a percentage here do support violent jihad to advance
Islam.(91) Several million of them are here in US, more jihadis than we have
troops in our US Army. Many are armed can choose to kill or bomb any time
because they believe they will go to paradise if they are killed. There are several
M training camps here in US training them in weapons (92) and they are making
significant progress in building their political and civic power. Look at France,
Iran and Turkey. We are heading towards that. In M countries they sometimes
kill college students and professors and anyone else who they don’t like. (93)
Recent history shows us that once Ms get control, their Islamic law which is also
“the state” and “their Constitution” allows them to confiscate non-Ms
belongings, money and property, tax them and even kill non-Ms all legally
without punishment. Md did this to peaceful villagers, His followers have done
this following his example for 1400 years into the present time. If Ms get even a
10% minority that is the future here, because they will force their way to a
take over.
Change is outlawed in Islam, so There is no hope for a moderate
Islam because the jihadis will execute the moderates.
Human rights groups
have made us aware of serious abuse of women and girls in Islamic countries.
We veterans stationed in their countries have personally witnessed repeated
abuse of women and girls. We veterans witnessed them put bombs in clothing
of children then sent the children to us telling them we would give them
chocolate. Many of our soldiers died because of bombs. But anything goes to
advance Islam. Bombs on children and in public places and putting the cult
before human decency shows it is a cult not a religion. Cult versus religion.
Religions stress relationship with the supernatural (Religions follow God, doing
what God wants) But cults put emphasis on a human cult leader (95 like Jim
Jones or Muhammad) Cults follow the cult leader not God. Jim Jones ordered
his followers to drink poison Kool Aid and they did. They put following the
cult leader over God. Islam emphasizes following Md. His followers must
submit and prostrate themselves 40 times a day indoctrinating call it self
brainwashing themselves to mindlessly follow Md. They call this prayer but
they are reciting memorized verses in Arabic not praying to God, They follow
Muhammad’s example which is their way (jihad) and their law. Many Ms do not
know about Islam or what these verses mean because they are in Arabic.
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They just memorize them like a song but do not know what they are singing
because they are supposed to read the Quran only in Arabic. Many Ms have
been told fairy tales about how great their prophet was, not the real truth in
the biographies. The religious practices of Ms reciting verses are not the problem.
The problem is Political Islam practices which is what they do to non-Ms which
is abusing and killing them. Look at 9-11 and the hundreds of other bombings
and killings.
You can leave a religion but trying to leave a cult is usually
not allowed. In the cult of Islam it is punishable by death. People who convert
from Islam to Christianity are afraid even in America of being killed by some
jihadi who may do it to go to heaven. Cults are usually fairly closed groups. The
Quran orders Ms not to be friends with non-Ms. (96) Islamic women are not to
marry a Christian man.(97) Cults are usually not open to change. Islam
outlaws changes. In a religion one follows God. In a cult they follow the cult
leader’s commands and example. Md condoned lying, which is now part of their
law (98) It is a cult that masquerades as a religion. Islam is all about Md and
his actions not God. Besides what religion would have a God that orders
children killed, women abused, raped teens stoned to death, and suicide to its
followers. Of all sacred books the Quran is unique in ordering suicide and
abuse to its own believers and the killing of nonbelievers. (99) Slavery is legal
in Islam (100) although they cover this up. There is more slavery now in M
countries than ever. (101 Do a Google search on slavery) Many American Ms are
not informed about Islam on purpose so they can be recruiters for Islam. They
will say “we don’t believe that” because that is part of the world domination plan
which is that they become no problem until they get power, then it changes. If
you try to discuss Islam, they will change the subject but do shift it back to what
Md did, like abuse of women, killing. To get power they: infiltrate into groups,
neighborhoods and countries, Increase their numbers, bring in more relatives
have many children; get the population to believe they are not a threat. send their
children to local schools, work peacefully in the workplaces, make their children
recruiters for Islam by not teaching them the nasty practices of killing and abuse,
of women. So your M neighbors usually are good neighbors. But meanwhile they
are greatly increasing their numbers, building mosques, gaining powerful
positions, and giving money to the cause of Islam. Gradually they become more
powerful and influential, more intolerant, move into and take over neighborhoods
and force out non-Ms. Look at the direction Hamtramck is headed. Polish are
leaving. The chimes are silent now as Arabic is blared out of the towers 5 times a
day. Once they get over 10% of a population and positions of power they can
leverage actions favorable to them. They can do this without getting a majority
because they pressure weak politicians and others to favor their actions. They
can also do this with under the table money, bribery, threats to family (just like the
organized crime does) Areas and neighborhoods can become No-Go zones where
non Ms are not welcome and are driven out and police are afraid there.

Look at Africa to see what is happening to non-Ms. They are first harassed, then
lose their homes, property and many now losing their lives. We are not at that
point yet here, but many places in the world are. A gang or armed jihadis can
become bombers or snipers taking over an area, neighborhood or town. Most of
our young people do not know how to use firearms. Our army is stationed mostly
elsewhere. The guard is relatively few in number. The USA is largely sitting
ducks unprepared and unaware of the danger. Most small city and village
police departments are relatively small and could be overcome by a gang of
armed jihadis. There are several millions of them here. And once they get
power anyone who speaks negatively of Md is guilty of blasphemy and can be
legally killed. They do not see peaceful co-existence with non-Muslims as an
option so non-Ms become servants are taxed or killed. Killing of noncombatants
like you and me is normal Islamic behavior not radical Islam. Islam is a world
domination cult and serious threat as it has taken over or now has major
influence in ½ of the world and it is growing. They are all over the world now
in 50 countries and growing. (104) worse is that we are unaware and unprepared
to deal with this stealth army. Jihadis have unlimited Saudi money for
propaganda, lawsuits and weapons. They are gradually taking over Europe,
Africa, and Canada. America is ignorant of this serious threat like a sleeping
sitting duck on a nest. What to do. We need to educate Americans about
this threat. Acknowledge jihadis as the enemy. Stop the jihadi immigration.
Deport those who are a threat. Encourage everyone to read the Quran and see
how violent it is. Demand Muslim organizations be changed from religious to
political ending tax breaks. Stop giving them our money and foreign aid.
One big thing they do is get so called anti hate speech laws passed. Sounds
great but it is a ruse so that people cannot criticize Islam. Do not allow this. In
countries that allowed this, people find they cannot now speak up against Islam
even though they are telling the truth, or they get fined, which speeds up the
takeover. Iran’s UN delegate stated that Human rights is not allowable in Islam
(35) Stand up for human righrts for all and against abuse and killing. Like the
stabbing and throat cutting murder of Theo Van Gogh in 2004 (106) with a note
pined to his clothes with versus from the Quran, America is like sleeping sitting
ducks. Americans in general are uninformed, unprepared, trusting, naive, and
busy being entertained by TV while the enemy is busy preparing to take over.
If our public media do not inform Americans of this serious threat it is only
a matter of time that it will be too late. The jihadis are making great progress in
building their power while Americans are clueless.
Around the world people are waking up to find they have lost control of
their freedom and their future. Their police and government can no longer
protect them. Those who ignore this warning and do nothing may find out too
late that this threat is real, and America with its freedoms has allowed these
enemies to get power and take over. Please share this information
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Abbreviations M = Muslim, Ms=Muslims Md=Muhammad
PIKPS= get power, invade or infiltrate, kill, plunder, sell
The Life of Md Ibn Ishaq 815 pages = IbIs, or G, Biography 2=SM,
Bukeri are records of Md’s actions=B, Islamic Standard Law=ISL
References are at this fact based website http://thereligionofpeace.com
& Human Rights Watch www.hrw.org Amnesty International
See me for paper copy of extensive reference details proving these facts.
Numbered reference notes.
1 3164 Americans were killed 3000 because of 9-11 attack and cancers caused
by it. ABOUT THE CHILDREN Children killed at Boston Marathon, During
the Boston Marathon on April 15, 2013, two homemade pressure cooker bombs
detonated 14 seconds and 210 yards (190 m) apart at 2:49 p.m., near the finish
line of the race, killing 3 people and injuring hundreds of others, including 17
who lost limbs. Wikipedia Kotz, Deborah (April 24, 2013). "Injury toll from
Marathon bombs 264". The Boston Globe.
Kayla Jean Mueller (August 14, 1988 – c. February 6, 2015) was an American
human rights activist and humanitarian aid worker from Prescott, Arizona, US.
She was taken captive in August 2013 in Aleppo, Syria, after leaving a Doctors
Without Borders hospital. Media had long reported that a 26:year:old American
aid worker was being held by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria Wikipedia
Daniel Pearl (October 10, 1963 – February 1, 2002) was an American journalist
for The Wall Street Journal. He was kidnapped and later beheaded by terrorists
James Wright Foley (October 18, 1973 –c. August 19, 2014) was an American
journalist While working as a freelance war correspondent during the Syrian
Civil War, he was abducted on November 22, 2012, in northwestern Syria. He
was beheaded in August 2014 and 162 attacks on American soil see 6
2 April 1, 2010 Stealth Jihad Warning published in American Legion magazine.
By Frank Gaffney, Jr. : see article
3 Newt's statement Brian Montopoli Mar 29, 2011 CBS News
4 M majority 50 countries, estimates are between 1.8 and 2.1 Billion Wikipedia
5 Several sources including Pew research which was in 2017. There has been
tremendous growth here with thousands coming in yearly officially and many
more unofficially. Plus their birth rate is higher. Plus they have many relatives that come
to visit them and don’t leave. See Wikipedia
6 list 162 See Attacks on Ameridcan soil at http://thereligionofpeace.com

7 Mrs Chihoudy from Sterling Heights was decapitated by her husband
because she was becoming too Western. Her husband was arrested and put in
the Macomb County jail but hung himself.
8 French riots Gangs in France The 2005 French riots (French: Émeutes de
2005 dans les Banlieues Françaises), riots in the suburbs of Paris and other
French cities, more than 8,000 vehicles being burned by the rioters and more
than 2,760 individuals arrested. The riots resumed again the following year and
in 2017. Wikipedia
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9 3 killed in church CBS News Oct 2020., and Jihad Watch.org
10 Christmas Day bomber over Detroit sentenced to life in prison If a
brave passenger had not acted hundreds of us in Warren and Detroit Metro
Area might have been killed. Northwest Airlines Flight 253
11 Samuel Paty was beheaded with a butcher knife Oct 16, 2020 The murder
of Samuel Paty, a French middle-school teacher, took place on 16 October 2020
in Conflans-Sainte-Honorine, a suburb of Paris. Paty was killed and beheaded in
an act of Islamist terrorism. Fox News, CBS News Oct 17 2020
12 250 killed over cartoons Armed with rifles and other weapons, they killed 12
people and injured 11 others. The gunmen identified themselves as belonging to the
terrorist group al-Qaeda One of several incidents Wikipedia
13 The leader of Iran put out a fatwa which is as kill order backed by money
against Salman Rushdie who made a film exposing woman abuse. Wikipedia
14 Saudi owned media can be found in lists of stockholders of media..
G Guillaume 2009 Oxford University this is a translation of Ibn Ishaq’s large
biography of Muhammad which is considered the best biography. This book is
815 pages long and considered very accurate.
15 Ibn Kathr v3.170 IbIs 464, Abu Dawud 4390
16 Eleven million slaves were shipped across the Atlantic and fourteen million
were sent to the Islamic nations of North Africa and the Middle East1 Thomas
Sowell, Race and Culture, Basic Books, 1994, p. 188 . For every slave captured
many others died. Estimates of this collateral damage vary. For twenty:five
million slaves delivered to the market, we have the death of about 120 million
people. Muslims have always run the wholesale slave trade in Africa. Causing
death of 120 million Africans
17 Md called blacks “raisin heads” B 1: 622 B 9: 256 Several of their sacred
scriptures have denigrating remarks about black people.
18 9 year old little girl (45 B4:232 SM 8:3309)
19 Duhulow according to Amnesty International, Wikipedia
20 married daughter in law (G above)
21 dirt to be plowed as a man wills See Islamic Standard Law Book newest is
2008 printing see detailed references for all law references
22 divorced at will. (54) See Islamic law above.
23 had anyone who spoke against Islam or did not believe him killed. Several
instances in biography G No other religions will be tolerated Q3:84 ISL 8.1 A
person who leaves Islam is to be killed. ISL8.7 Guillaume 2009 Oxford
University and others
24 same reference
25 temporary wives. (62 B5:268, Q33:50 4:4, 4:24)
Sex with pre pubescent little girls is permitted 65:4 ISL m4.4 and found in
Quran verses Q33:50, Q23:5:6, Q70:29, Q4:24, Q24:32.
Continued and expanded on separate multi page reference report.
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